
Message  from the  General Manager
As you can see by the headline, this issue of 
the Danchuk Update is chock full of parts (just 
a small taste of the thousands of parts in our 
catalog). Generally our Updates are out every 
couple of months and include parts specials, 
installation articles, customer cars, upcoming 
events, puzzles and more. This 16-page insert 
we’re doing with Super Chevy Magazine in their 
Annual Tri-Five Special, turned out to be the perfect 
opportunity to double as our regular newsletter, so 
we decided to load the pages with only the most 
sought after parts and pass the savings onto you.

So, if you’re browsing the Super Chevy Tri-Five 
Special right now, we invite you to thumb through 
the next few pages and check out a mere drop in 
the bucket of parts Danchuk makes or carries for 
1955-57 Chevrolets.  We’ve been the industry 
leader in both manufacturing and retail for over 
three decades and have no plans on slowing 
down.  We take great pride in what we do, and 
unlike most we concentrate solely on the Tri-Fives. 
We’re hoping you find something you can’t live 
without, so you’ll give us a call and we can add you 
to our regular mailing list. Once added, you’ll be in 
the know on all that’s going on at Danchuk.

If you’re one of our existing customers, and got 
the Danchuk Update in the mail, we thought this 
issue would be a great way to thank you for your 
support by tripling the amount of parts that are 
discounted.  As much as we know you love the 
articles and other interesting tidbits, we didn’t think 
you’d mind saving a few bucks on dozens more 
parts than normal.

For those just being introduced to Danchuk, we 
take great pride in being an American company 

who manufactures hundreds of parts in the United 
States of America. We manufacture our parts 
in Santa Ana, California (the “O.C.”) and our 
manufacturing department never seems to be big 
enough. It’s constantly growing. Not to mention we 
have a separate tooling department. The owners 
of Danchuk are orginally tool and die makers and 
are always fine tuning their skills.  We recently 
decided to redirect some of our resources to focus 
only on bringing hard to get Tri-Five parts to our 
manufacturing. We are passionate about keeping 
our manufacturing here in the U.S., where we feel 
we have more control over the craftsmanship and 
quality of our products.  We are saddened that so 
much of our countries manufacturing is now done 
overseas. It feels like manufacturing was one of 
the reasons this country’s been the best place 
on earth to both be born and live. Manufacturing 
seemed to be a way to make an honest living. 
We’re trying to do our part and we hope you can 
appreciate and respect us for it.  General Motors 
did it in the U.S. in the 50’s and we want to carry on 
the tradition for our timeless American classics.

If you plan to purchase something for your 55, 56 
or 57 be sure to request a copy of our full catalog 
with your order. You won’t be sorry. We work very 
hard to provide the best customer service in the 
industry, have the best fill rate and ship within 24 
hours.  We also opened a second shipping facility 
in Indiana this year.  By doing this we are now 
within 1-3 days shipping time to well over 90% of 
the country.  And don’t forget, faster is just half the 
benefit.  By being closer to the entire country we 
have managed to save our customers thousands 
of dollars in shipping costs.  We added this facility 
and invested the time and money for one reason 
only, to better serve our customers.

AT THE BEST PRICES OF THE YEAR!  

NOT OUR NORMAL NEWSLETTER!
14-PAGES OF KEY DANCHUK PARTS

PLUS OUR ANNUAL BLEM SALE, PAGE 8

What a Summer it’s been!  We’ve only have a few official 
days of Summer left, but I’m thrilled to report that the fun 
isn’t nearly over.  There’s still a couple months of good 
weather ahead, and lots of great shows.  It really feels 
like this has been one of the best show seasons in years.  
We’ve had extra fun this Summer showing off new parts 
and letting the industry know about the addition of our Mid-
West shipping hub.  But, I really think the buzz this show 
season has been created by the anniversary celebrations 
of the ’57 Chevy, which  seems to have has given everyone 
a little extra boost.  

As the cover story states, in this issue our parts specials are 
on steroids. We hope you enjoy the selection and savings.  
This insert we’re doing with Super Chevy turned out to be 
a unique opportunity to double as a regular newsletter, the 
size and timing were perfect.

Danchuk has begun a campaign to continually add to the 
number of parts we manufacture. The past couple years 
we have made manufacturing a priority, and we have no 
plans on slowing down. In case you haven’t heard, we 
are liquidating our Chevelle and El Camino line in order 
to focus on 5-6-7. The time, money and energy that went 
into Chevelle will now be redirected to manufacturing more 
of the Tri-Five parts that are in demand. We hope by now 
most of you have heard about our ‘56 and ‘57 Hood Bars. 
And some of you may know that we are now making the 
end pieces that go with the Hood Bars, all in the USA, of 
course. Our first bumper project, the one-piece front 1955, 
both original and smoothie, has been received with open 
arms by the industry and has inspired us to get the ‘56 and 
‘57 going.  Keep your eyes on our catalogs, newsletters 
and ads for all the latest.

Thank you so much for the support and encouragement.  
Without it we may not have near the drive for perfection 
that we do.  We are confident that we will surprise and 
impress everybody with the quality and quantity of our 
upcoming projects.

Happy Restoring,

Steve Brown
General Manager
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HOOD & TRUNK EMBLEMS
The best emblems on the market today with all the correct colors: true 
red, white and blue.  Danchuk emblems are backpainted and then 
vacuum-metalized for that original reflector-like look.  Our emblems are 
interchangeable with original equipment; they fit like a glove and are easily 
installed.  Parts #371, #371A, #373A and #374A are mounted inside a 
beautiful chrome bezel. Made in the USA. 
1955 Hood w/ Bezel .......................... #371 ......... $63.95 ....... $58.95/ea.
1955 Trunk w/ Bezel .......................... #371A ...... $63.95 ....... $58.95/ea.
1956 V8 Hood w/ Bezel (Not Shown)
............................................................ #373A ...... $49.95 ....... $44.95/ea.
1956 V8 Trunk w/ Bezel .................... #374A ...... $49.95 ....... $44.95/ea.
1955 Hood & Trunk;  1956-58 6 Cyl. - Trunk

  ....................................................... #372 ......... $28.95 ....... $26.95/ea.
1956 V8 Hood .................................... #373 ......... $22.95 ....... $20.65/ea.
1956 V8 Trunk ................................... #374 ......... $22.95 ....... $20.65/ea.
1957 Grille Bar .................................. #377 ......... $26.95 ....... $24.25/ea.

WHEEL SPINNER ASSEMBLY
This complete kit includes four of our show quality 
chrome plated wheel spinners, crest emblems and 
mounting hardware.  The spinner assembly is designed to fit 1957-58 Bel 
Air full size wheel covers.  We’ve also seen these spinners modified to fit 
other wheel covers.  More than just a flashy detail, this spinner assembly 
is a guaranteed head-turning show-stopper!  Made in the USA.
1957-58 .............................................. #578 ......... $159.95 ... $143.95/set
1957-58 Emblems Only (& ‘54 Wheel Covers)
............................................................ #297 ......... $44.95 ....... $39.95/set

ALUMINUM EMBLEMS
Whether your customer wants to keep the 
original appearance of his 1957 Chevy or go 
with a shinier look, we’ve got you covered.  
Our forged aluminum emblems, part #2342, are made to accompany the 
forged aluminum Bel Air emblems, part #2341. These show-quality emblems 
feature a deep, durable anodized gold luster. Made in the USA.  
1957 Bel Air ....................................... #2341 ....... $75.00 ......$67.50/pair
1955-57 Crest .................................... #2342 ....... $64.95 ......$58.50/pair

CREST EMBLEMS
These emblems are yet another perfect example of American quality. From 
the original design and shape to the show quality plating to the white and 
clear paint coat, you and your customers will be absolutely thrilled with 
every aspect of these. Made in the United States of America.
1955-57 Bel Air, Gold ........................ #365 ......... $39.95 ........ $33.95/pr.
1955-57 Custom, Chrome ................ #365A ...... $39.95 ........ $33.95/pr.

“BEL AIR” SCRIPTS
We’ve been manufacturing these 
for the better part of two decades 
and it shows in their craftsmanship.  
Each raw casting is hand deburred 
to remove any flaws prior to their 
triple plate process.  As with all our 
beautiful American parts, we copper 
buff each script to achieve the best 
quality plating possible.
Made in the USA.
1955-56 Chrome

 ....... #538 ... $49.95 ... $44.95/pr.
1957 Gold

 ....... #539 ... $54.95 ... $49.95/pr.

1957 “CHEVROLET” 
SCRIPTS
Scripts are gold-tone finished for 
the Bel Air, and chromed for the 
210 and 150 models. The Chevrolet 
script was designed in two lengths, 
and each car model had a different 
script configuration. V8 models 
used the 13" script on the hood 
and trunk when displayed with the 
vee emblem. On 6 cylinder models, 
a wider 15" script was used on 
the hood. All 210 and 150 models 
utilized the smaller, 13" script for the 
side applications. 
1957 Bel Air V8, 13", Gold

 ....... #541 ... $21.95 ...$19.95/ea.
1957 150/210 V8, 13", Chrome

 ....... #541A $21.95 ...$19.95/ea.

1957  “CHEVROLET” 
ALUMINUM SCRIPT
Forged in aluminum and gold anodized, this show-quality script is 100% 
original. Though our other scripts are beautiful, this is the most correct 
reproduction script we offer. The difference is in the finish: gold anodized 
aluminum has a buff look that is without equal, and absolutely identical 
to the Chevrolet version. You can’t get any closer than this! Made in the 
United States of America.  
1957 Bel Air V8, 13" .......................... #1737 ....... $44.95 ....... $39.95/ea.

Sale
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Sale Sale
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Sale

Sale

Sale
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HOOD BIRDS
One of the most distinctive 
aspects of the mid-fifties 
Chevys are the beautiful 
hood birds. This is the focal 
point of a well-restored car. 
We spared no expense in the tooling for these birds and we continue to 
spend hours of handwork preparing them for plating. If your customers 
have hood birds that are pitted or showing their age, don’t let them waste 
their money on a fill and chrome job or worse. Suggest they replace that 
faded glory with these top-notch Danchuk parts. Money spent anywhere 
else is just wasted! Mounting hardware included. Made in the United 
States of America.  
1955 ................................................... #472 ......... $167.95 ....$149.95/ea.
1956 ................................................... #484 ......... $167.95 ....$149.95/ea.

GRILLE MOULDING
As good as it gets!!!  Our new grille mouldings are just that.  We recently made all 
new molds for these incredible show pieces.  As usual, we tooled-up 100% in the 
United States of America and made them to original GM specs.  The only way to 
tell ours from the originals is our top notch show quality chroming process. 
Danchuk “There’s No Comparison”.  Made in the USA. 
1955 Curved Ends Only ................... #1494 ....... $77.95 ........ $69.95/pr.
1955 Lower Bar Only ........................ #12620 ..... $184.95 ... $165.95/ea.

1955 GRILLE TIE BARS
When time or a street light pole takes its toll on your customer’s tie bar, 
Danchuk has you covered. These newly tooled 100% Made in the USA 
parts are exactly like GM made them back in 1955. If original is not the look 
your customers are after then they will love our beautiful chrome pieces. 
Made in the United States of America.
1955  .................................................. #10204 ..... $49.95 ....... $44.95/ea.
1955 Chrome ..................................... #10205 ..... $83.00 ....... $74.75/ea.

1956 LOWER GRILLE MOULDING
It took over 45 years to re-make, but it’s here and worth the wait. This 
beautifully stamped and chromed jewel is the perfect way to complete the 
front trim of any ‘56.  Why hassle with reworking old pieces, when this one 
looks so nice? Made in the United States of America.
1956 ................................................... #10023 ..... $279.95 ... $250.00/ea.

1957 GRILLES
So perfect it is impossible to tell the difference between ours and Chevy 
N.O.S. We make this beautiful grille just like Chevrolet produced it in 1957.  
Each part is die stamped and then gold anodized for the Bel Air or silver 
anodized for the 150 or 210.  There is no reason for your customer to leave 
a tired original on his car when there are parts like these available. Made 
in the United States of America.
1957 Bel Air, Gold ............................. #460 ......... $98.95 ....... $88.95/ea.
1957 150 & 210, Silver ...................... #460A ...... $98.95 ....... $88.95/ea.

TRUNK VEES
The trunk vee has two finger-hold depressions on the underside to assist 
in opening the trunk. Though the 1957 stampings were particularly difficult 
parts to reproduce, we’re proud to say that these are real show-stoppers. 
The 1956 chrome vee is equally beautiful. All 1956 V8’s and 1957 150 & 
210 V8’s require a chrome vee; 1957 Bel Air V8’s require the gold-finished 
version. Installation hardware included.  Made in the USA.
1957 Bel Air V8, Gold ....................... #592 ......... $79.95 ....... $71.95/ea.
1957 150 & 210 V8, Silver ................. #592A ...... $79.95 ....... $71.95/ea.
1956 V8, Chrome ............................... #1042 ....... $47.95 ....... $42.95/ea.

ACCESSORY GAS 
DOOR GUARD
Danchuk now manufactures this 
popular accessory. If you’re looking 
for a gas door guard made to look 
and fit better than the original, look 
no further. Made of stainless steel 
and includes a rubber fuel door 
bumper and screws, it fits all models 
except the Nomad. Made in the 
United States of America.  
1955 .. #489 ... $29.95 ...$26.95/ea.

PRICES VALID SEPTEMBER 1ST THROUGH OCTOBER 27TH, 2007

Sale

Sale

‘57 LICENSE
PLATE FRAMES
This popular accessory adds a 
distinctive touch to any car. We’ve 
upgraded our Bel Air frame to 24K 
gold for a finish of unsurpassed 
beauty. Our 150 & 210 frame is triple-
chrome plated. Mounting hardware 
included. Made in the USA.
1957 Bel Air

 ....... #189 ... $64.95 ...$58.50/ea.
1957 150 & 210

 ....... #189A $64.95 ...$58.50/ea.
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PAINT DIVIDERS
Our paint dividers are made the way 
Chevrolet intended.  We stamp each 
one from polished stainless steel 
and paint them white to match the 
side mouldings.  Other companies 
die cast and chrome plate theirs.  
Don’t give your customers cheap 
imitations, give them Danchuk 
quality.  Mounting hardware is 
included.  Made in the USA.  
1955 Bel Air & 210 exc. Nomad

 ....... #152 ... $44.95 ...$39.95/set

OUTSIDE REAR 
VIEW MIRROR
Originally an accessory item, this 
mirror is recognized today as a 
driving and appearance standard.  
Since Danchuk can never leave 
good enough alone, we reworked 
the base tooling and switched 
to a local die caster and plater 
for the best “Made in the USA” 
workmanship you can get.  They 
fit both driver & passenger sides.  
Gasket and mounting hardware 
included.
1955-57

 ....... #531 ... $59.95 ...$53.95/ea.

FENDER 
EXTENSIONS
W e  k n o w  h o w 
important it is for these 
parts to fit perfect. 
That’s why we took 
our already incredible parts and completely re-tooled them. These 100% 
Made in the USA parts are exactly like GM made them over 48 years ago. 
They fit like a glove, visually creating the appearance that they are part of 
the grille assembly. We are sure you’ll be as ecstatic to sell these as we 
are proud of making them. Made in the USA.
1956 ................................................... #356 ......... $109.95 ...... $98.95/pr.

FENDER LOUVERS
Our fender louvers are 
anodized gold for the Bel 
Air and silver for the 210 
(they can be added to the 
150).  We improved upon 
the design by adding a 
threaded stud to the back 
for easy installation.  This enhancement, plus the Danchuk quality has made 
this a highly sought after part. Made in the USA.  
1957 Bel Air, Gold ............................. #530 ......... $49.95 ....... $44.95/set
1957 210, Silver ................................. #530A ...... $49.95 ....... $44.95/set

HORN RINGS
We’ve been making the horn kits and emblems for 
over 20 years so we figured it was about time to make 
top quality horn rings.  We cut brand new molds for 
the 55-56 Bel Air and the 1957 Bel Air & 210 last year 
and couldn’t be happier with the end result.  Our horn 
rings are made dead perfect to originals with the exception that 
we put a show quality prep & chrome job on them.  You won’t find a better 
reproduction than Danchuk.  Made in the USA. 
1955-56 Bel Air .................................. #252 ......... $109.95 ..... $98.95/ea.
1957 Bel Air & 210 ............................ #255 ......... $94.95 ....... $85.50/ea.

HORN CAP EMBLEMS
Our 1955-56 emblems are die-cast 
and painted to correctly reproduce 
the original design. The 210 emblem is 
chrome plated; the Bel Air emblem is gold-toned 
and clear coated. In 1957, Chevy changed to an injection-molded design, 
faithfully reproduced here with backpainted details that give the part a 
metallic look. Made in the United States of America.
1955-56 V8 Bel Air, Gold .................. #1023 ....... $12.75 ........$11.50/ea.
1955-56 V8 210, Silver ...................... #1040 ....... $12.75 ........$11.50/ea.
1957 Bel Air ....................................... #257 ......... $29.95 ....... $26.95/ea.
1957 210 ............................................ #258 ......... $29.95 ....... $26.95/ea.

HORN CAP
Our correctly reproduced horn cap as-
sembles into the horn ring as smoothly 
as the original did in 1957.  Made in 
the USA.
1957 Bel Air & 210

 ....... #256 ... $29.95 ...$26.95/ea.
1957 w/Emblem, Bel Air

 ....... #256A $54.95 ...$49.50/ea.
1957 w/Emblem, 210

 ....... #256B $54.95 ...$49.50/ea.
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DASH TRIM SETS
Our in-house tooling department literally dedicated months of work to the tooling on these intricate parts to turn out 
the most detailed, brilliant and correct reproductions ever made.  We’ve always wanted to make these ourselves 
to rid them of the fit and finish problems that we have all experienced over the years, and now we have.  Every 
detail of these trim sets are far superior to the competition and your customers deserve the best, so put a couple 
of each on the shelf and let the quality speak for itself.  Made in the United States of America.
1955 ................................................................................. #217A ...................... $159.95 .................. $143.95/set
1956 ................................................................................. #217B ...................... $159.95 .................. $143.95/set
1957 ................................................................................. #217 ......................... $159.95 .................. $143.95/set

DASH BEZEL SETS
You’d be surprised how much mileage 
you can get from the smallest details 
like these. Made in the USA.
1955-56 Bel Air w/ Chrome Plates (Shown)

 ........................................................ #668 ......... $34.95 ....... $31.50/set
1955-56 150 & 210 w/ Chrome Plates (Shown)

 ........................................................ #669 ......... $34.95 ....... $31.50/set
1955-56 Bel Air (Shown) ................... #660 ......... $19.95 ....... $17.95/set
1955-56 150 & 210 ............................. #661 ......... $19.95 ....... $17.95/set
1957 All Models ................................. #675 ......... $21.25 ....... $19.00/set
Sold Separately:
1955-56 Bel Air, Ignition ................... #652 ......... $3.95 ........... $3.50/ea.
1955-56 150/210, Ignition ................. #653 ......... $3.95 ........... $3.50/ea.
1955-56 Bel Air, Windshield Wiper .. #654 ......... $3.95 ........... $3.50/ea.
1955-56 150/210, Windshield Wiper #655 ......... $3.95 ........... $3.50/ea.
1955-56 All, Lighter ........................... #656 ......... $3.95 ........... $3.50/ea.
1955-56 All, Lights ............................ #657 ......... $3.95 ........... $3.50/ea.
1955-56 All, Volume .......................... #658 ......... $3.95 ........... $3.50/ea.
1955-56 All, Selector ......................... #659 ......... $3.95 ........... $3.50/ea.
1955-56 Bel Air, Ignition Switch* ..... #662 ......... $7.95 ........... $7.00/ea.
1955-56 Bel Air, Windshield Wiper* . #663 ......... $7.95 ........... $7.00/ea.
1955-56 All, Lighter* ......................... #664 ......... $7.95 ........... $7.00/ea.
1955-56 All, Lights* ........................... #665 ......... $7.95 ........... $7.00/ea.
1955-56 All, Volume* ......................... #666 ......... $7.95 ........... $7.00/ea.
1955-56 All, Selector* ....................... #667 ......... $7.95 ........... $7.00/ea.
1957 All, Windshield Wiper .............. #670 ......... $4.75 ........... $4.25/ea.
1957 All, Lights ................................. #671 ......... $4.75 ........... $4.25/ea.
1957 All, Lighter ................................ #672 ......... $4.75 ........... $4.25/ea.
1957 All, Volume ............................... #673 ......... $4.75 ........... $4.25/ea.
1957 All,  Selector ............................. #674 ......... $4.75 ........... $4.25/ea.
 * Includes Chrome Plate

1957 INSTRUMENT CLUSTER 
BEZEL SET
Stamping dies, molds, plastic injection…this set 
includes it all.  We just recently made brand new 
American tooling for these beautiful stamped steel 
rings and die cast bezels.  The fit is without flaw and the chrome plating 
is literally as good as it gets.  We now include the lenses and color inserts 
#609B with the kit.  You can’t go wrong with reproductions like this.  Made 
in the United States of America.
1957 ................................................... #1352 ....... $74.95 ........ $67.50/kit

SILL PLATES
It’s impossible to keep 
sill plates from being 
scuffed by the traffic. 
There is a continuous 
demand for sill plates, 
so why not stock the best? These show quality, polished aluminum 
reproductions are correctly dimensioned, deep stamped and contoured for 
a perfect fit, and include Made in the USA, “Body by Fisher” sill tags.
1955-57 All 2-Door ............................ #575 ......... $51.95 ........ $46.75/pr.

INSIDE REAR VIEW 
MIRROR
Stop buying replacement mirrors! 
We make the real thing. Our quality 
rear view mirror is a reproduction 
of the original design. Tinted glass, 
stainless steel and correct shape 
make these perfect.  
1955-57 & ‘55-57 Truck

 ....... #363 ... $24.95 ...$22.50/ea.

PRICES VALID SEPTEMBER 1ST THROUGH OCTOBER 27TH, 2007
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Sale

Sale
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CHROME INTERIOR 
MIRROR SUPPORT
We have reproduced the Chevrolet 
design without flaw, sculpting it as 
carefully as it was done in 1955. 
Super-smooth, triple-chrome plating 
protects this beautiful part. Fits all 
models except convertible.
1955-57 exc. Conv.

 ....... #1049 . $25.95 ...$23.00/ea.

COAT HOOKS
This convenient feature has 
disappeared on many late model 
cars but was a standard in the ‘50s. 
We’ve manufactured our coat hooks 
with the same teardrop shape, the 
same deco design, and the same 
beautiful chrome plating. Get your 
customers hooked-on hanging up 
their coats!
1955-57

 ....... #1133 . $11.50 ... $10.35/pr.

SUNVISOR SUPPORT 
BRACKETS
After 50 years, most Chevy sunvisor 
support brackets have taken quite 
a beating. Our brackets allow your 
customers to roll back the years with 
their precision detail and durable 
chrome plating.  Mounting hardware 
is included. 
1955-60 exc. Convertible

 ....... #1052 . $29.95 ... $26.95/pr.

Crest Logo:
Black . #1333 ................$86.50/set
Blue ... #1334 ................$86.50/set
Red  ... #1335 ................$86.50/set

Bel Air Logo:
Black . #1317 ................$86.50/set
Red .... #1318 ................$86.50/set
Blue ... #1319 ................$86.50/set

1955-57 CUSTOM
CARPET FLOOR MATS 
Wow! Are these the best of all world’s or what? We took 
the configuration of the original rubber mats, added carpet and 
a custom logo for a completely custom and unique floor mat specifically 
designed to fit the 55-57’s. These mats are a top quality Made in the USA 
product that is certain to upgrade the appearance of any classic’s interior. 
Tell your customer to give his universal, fits-any-car mats the ol’ heave-ho 
and put a set of these incredible new gems where they belong.

IGNITION SWITCHES
Here we go again! As our dealers 
have come to expect from us over 
the last two decades, Danchuk has 
once again taken a great part and 
made it even better. We’ve always 
manufactured our 1955-56-57 ignition 
switches with the utmost quality in 
mind. We recently reworked all the tooling on these parts, turning out the 
most superior switches on the market. Our switches are 100% Made in 
the USA and assembled right here in our California facility. We take great 
pride in every process that goes into these switches and have spared no 
expense in assuring that they are as perfect as you have come to expect 
from Danchuk. Made in the United States of America.  
1955-56 Passenger, ‘55-57 Corvette, ‘55-59 Truck

 ........................................................ #119 ......... $64.95 ....... $58.50/ea.
1957 Passenger, ‘58-59 Corvette ..... #118 ......... $64.95 ....... $58.50/ea.
1960-62 Corvette ............................... #1462 ....... $69.95 ....... $62.95/ea.

IGNITION SWITCHES
WITH CYLINDERS
AND KEYS
Years of wear can be 
eliminated with 
this 100% original 
switch. Lock cylinder 
may be keyed to your customer’s existing door locks.
Made in the United States of America.
1955-56 Passenger, ‘55-57 Vette,
     ‘55-59 Truck .................................. #119A ...... $79.95 ....... $71.95/ea.
1957 Passenger, ‘58-59 Vette ........... #118A ...... $79.95 ....... $71.95/ea.

DOME LIGHT SWITCHES 
AND GASKETS
Any part that sees as much use as 
the dome light switch is going to 
need periodic replacement.  We’ve 
manufactured these switches to 
meet the demands of daily use, 
while paying careful attention to 
detail. Fits front pillars, gaskets and 
screws are included.   
1955-56
........... #1124 . $14.95 ...$13.50/ea.
1957 .. #1123 . $14.95 ...$13.50/ea.
1955-62 Corvette
........... #90726$15.50 ...$13.95/ea.

Sale

Sale

Sale Sale

Sale

Sale

Sale

Sale

Regular Price
$95.95
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1957 
HEADLIGHT
BEZEL 
ASSEMBLY
Simply beautiful! Our 
design makes these 
bezels superior to any 
other bezel on the 
market. Attention to 
detail shows in the highly polished surfaces, the painted black air intakes 
and the beautiful chrome plating. A “replate job” could never compete with 
these factory-fresh bezels; they are the best! Mounting seals and chrome 
mounting screws are included. Made in the USA.
1957 ................................................... #877 ......... $218.95 .... $196.95/pr.

1955 
HEADLIGHT 
BEZELS    
Help your customer 
shine up his front 
end with these 100% 
Made in the USA 
beauties. These beautiful bezels are a true testament of the quality and 
perfection that Danchuk strives for. Featuring all new tooling and show 
quality copper-buffed chrome, these bezels fit and look exactly as per GM 
originals. Rubber seals are included.
1955 ................................................... #593 ......... $93.95 ........ $84.50/pr.

1956 
HEADLIGHT 
BEZELS   
Incredible, incredible, 
incredible!!!  That’s 
all we can say about 
these works of art.  
We cut new molds 
for these recently for three reasons.  We wanted a part that looked better, 
fit better and was 100% Made in the United States of America.  Well, 
we achieved exactly that.  Don’t deprive your customers of these perfect 
reproductions. Rubber seals and hardware are included.
1956. .................................................. #1057 ....... $89.95 ........ $79.95/pr.

TAILLIGHT LENSES
Our lenses are manufactured under our 
most stringent standards. We use only the 
highest quality plastics, which we guarantee 
against fading, cracking, or warping. You’ll find our lenses 
fit like the originals, and they may last even longer. Made in the 
United States of America.
1955 ................................................... #487 ......... $11.95 ........ $10.75/pr.
1956 ................................................... #491A ...... $11.95 ........ $10.75/pr.
1957 ................................................... #495 ......... $11.95 ........ $10.75/pr.

LOWER IGNITION
WIRE SHIELDS
Mounted to the engine block behind 
the exhaust manifolds, these shields 
protect the ignition wires from 
damaging engine heat. Wires run 
through the rubber grommets, safely 
hidden behind sheet metal shields. Fits all 1957 passenger cars and 1956-
57 Corvettes as a correct reproduction, but also fits 1955-56 passenger 
cars as a good replacement. Made in the USA.
1955-57 .............................................. #1446 ....... $27.95 ........ $24.95/pr.

‘55 TAILLIGHT BEZELS
These are jewel chrome parts, 
better than any others on the 
market.  Fit and contours are 
virtually perfect.  This is the 
only way to show off new 
Danchuk taillight lenses.  
Made in the USA.  
1955....#153
        ...$74.95...$67.50/pr.

PRICES VALID SEPTEMBER 1ST THROUGH OCTOBER 27TH, 2007

Sale

Sale

Sale

Sale

Sale

Sale

PARKLIGHT LENSES  
We produce all of our lenses in-house for the highest quality control. Our 
plastic part production was founded on the 1957 lens, and that success led to 
the 1955 and 1956 lenses. We feel proud of the beautifully polished, mirror-
like surfaces found on our entire line of plastic parts, faithfully reproduced 
since 1977. Made in the USA. Gaskets and hardware not included.
1955 Clear .......................................... #486 ......... $11.95 ........ $10.75/pr.
1955 Amber ....................................... #486A ...... $11.95 ........ $10.75/pr.
1956 Clear .......................................... #490 ......... $11.95 ........ $10.75/pr.
1956 Amber  ...................................... #490A ...... $11.95 ........ $10.75/pr.
1957 Clear .......................................... #494 ......... $11.95 ........ $10.75/pr.
1957 Amber ....................................... #494A ...... $11.95 ........ $10.75/pr.
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PART  YEAR  DESCRIPTION RETAIL SALE 
B153  1955  Taillight Bezels $74.95 $50.00/pr.
B161 55-57 Rear Window Corner Moulding (2dr Ht)
   ........................................................$16.95 ............$9.00/pr.
B189  1957  License Plate Frame, Bel Air, Gold
   ........................................................$64.95 ......... $40.00/ea.
B208 1955 Wiper Escutcheons (150) ..............$40.95 ......... $25.00/set
B212 55-57 Dome Lens (exc. Nomads) ...........$9.95 ............. $6.00/ea.
B212A 55-57 Large Dome Lens Bezel (Sedan, Wagon, & 56-57 Ht)
   ........................................................$10.95 ........... $7.00/ea.
B217 1957 Dash Trim Set ................................$159.95 ....... $90.00/ea.
B217A 1955 Dash Trim Set ................................$159.95 ....... $90.00/ea.
B217B 1956 Dash Trim Set ................................$159.95 ....... $90.00/ea.
B252 55-56 Bel Air Horn Rings .........................$109.95 ....... $70.00/ea.
B255 1957 Horn Ring (B/A & 210) ...................$94.95 ......... $64.00/ea.
B256 1957 Horn Cap Only ...............................$29.95 ......... $20.00/ea.
B297 1957 Wheel Spinner Emblems Only .....$44.95 ......... $30.00/ea.
B298A  55-56  Speedometer Lens ........................$19.95 ......... $12.00/ea.
B298C 55-56 Dash Lens Set - Trans. Indicator, Powerglide
   ........................................................$9.95 ............. $6.00/ea.
B300B 1957 Temperature Gauge Dash Len .....$13.95 ........... $9.00/ea.
B300D 1957 Clock Face Lens ............................$13.95 ........... $9.00/ea.
B302 55-57 Antenna Base & Gasket ................$19.95 ......... $13.00/ea.

 SALE BEGINS WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 26TH @ 7:OO AM PST - SHARP!

 • ABSOLUTELY NO ORDERS WILL BE TAKEN BEFORE
  SEPTEMBER 26TH @ 7:00 AM PACIFIC STANDARD TIME.

 • ALL ORDERS WILL BE TAKEN, PROCESSED AND SHIPPED FROM  
  OUR SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA FACILITY ONLY.

 • BECAUSE OF THE VOLUME OF ORDERS BEING PLACED
  DURING THE SALE, WE CANNOT HAND PICK BLEMISHED
  PARTS.

 • ALL RETURNS MUST BE MADE WITHIN 10 DAYS OF RECEIPT
  OF ORDER.

 • NO EXCHANGES MAY BE MADE FOR THE SAME TYPE BLEM
  PART. HOWEVER, YOU CAN EXCHANGE FOR A FIRST QUALITY
  PART.

 • RETURNS CAN ONLY BE CREDITED TOWARDS YOUR NEXT
  ORDER.

 • BLEM PARTS WILL NOT BE AVAILABLE VIA THE INTERNET. NO
  PARTS ORDERED AT WWW.DANCHUK.COM WILL BE
  CONSIDERED BLEMS.

 • ALL SALES ARE FINAL ON BLEMISHED PARTS AFTER THE 10 DAYS.

BECAUSE OF THE NATURE OF THIS SALE, IT’S VERY IMPORTANT TO READ AND UNDERSTAND ALL OF 
THE FOLLOWING TERMS AND CONDITIONS BEFORE PLACING YOUR ORDER.

THE WAIT IS OVER . . .     

Annual Blem Sale
IS HERE!

 • BECAUSE THESE PARTS ARE SLIGHTLY BLEMISHED, WE CAN
  NOT GUARANTEE QUALITY.

 • SALE IS LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND. NO SPECIAL ORDERS
  OR BACK ORDERS WILL BE TAKEN.

 • SORRY, THIS SALE IS NOT AVAILABLE TO DEALERS OR JOBBERS.
  END USERS ONLY.

 • DUE TO THE DRASTIC DISCOUNTS, WE MUST INSTITUTE THESE
    STRICT TERMS AND CONDITIONS. MOST OF THESE TERMS DO
     NOT APPLY TO OUR FIRST-QUALITY PARTS.

 • DUE TO THE NATURE OF THIS SALE AND THE LIMITED STOCK,
  WE MUST RESTRICT PURCHASES OF BLEMS TO ONE OF EACH
  PART PER PERSON.

 • OTHER PARTS MAY BE AVAILABLE AS BLEMS, BUT BECAUSE
  QUANTITIES ARE TOO FEW TO ADVERTISE, THEY ARE NOT LISTED.
  YOU ARE WELCOMED TO ASK FOR A BLEM ON ANY PART.

 • DANCHUK MFG. IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY SHIPPING
  CHARGES INCURRED.

PART  YEAR  DESCRIPTION RETAIL SALE 
B356  1956 Fender Extensions ........................$109.95 ........$70.00/pr.
B363 55-57 Inside Rear View Mirror ................$24.95 ......... $16.00/ea.
B365 55-57 Bel Air Crests - Gold .....................$39.95  .........$26.00/pr.
B365A 55-57 Bel Air Crests - Chrome ................$39.95 ..........$26.00/pr.
B367 55-57 Inside Door Handles ......................$26.95 ..........$17.00/pr.
B370 1957 Door Handle Guards .....................$38.95 ..........$29.00/pr.
B371 1955 Hood Emblem With Bezel .............$63.95 ......... $42.00/ea.
B371A 1955 Trunk Emblem With Bezel ............$63.95 ......... $42.00/ea.
B372 1955 Hood & Trunk Emblem (& 56-58 6 cyl trunk)
   ........................................................$28.95 ......... $18.00/ea.
B373 1956 Hood Emblem, Plastic (V8) ...........$22.95 ......... $14.00/ea.
B373A 1956 Hood Emblem With Bezel (V8) .....$49.95 ..........$32.00/pr.
B374 1956 Trunk Emblem, V8 .........................$22.95 ......... $15.00/ea.
B374A 1956 Trunk Emblem With Bezel (V8) .....$49.95 ......... $32.00/ea.
B377 1957 Grille Bar Emblem .........................$26.95 ......... $16.00/ea.
B460 1957 Gold Grille (B/A) ............................$98.95 ......... $60.00/ea.
B460A 1957 Silver Grille (210 & 150) ................$98.95 ......... $60.00/ea.
B468 1957 Hood Scoops .................................$82.95 ......... $55.00/ea.
B469 1957 Hood Rockets ................................$85.95 ..........$66.00/pr.
B472 1955 Hood Bird .......................................$167.95 ..... $107.00/ea.
B478 1955 Chrome Grille .................................$249.95 ..... $150.00/ea.
B484 1956 Hood Bird .......................................$167.95 ..... $107.00/ea.

The
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PART  YEAR  DESCRIPTION RETAIL SALE 
B530 1957 Gold Fender Louvers (B/A) ...........$49.95 ......... $35.00/ea.
B530A 1957 Silver Fender Louvers (210) .........$49.95 ......... $35.00/ea.
B531 55-57 Outside Rear View Mirror .............$59.95 ......... $45.00/ea.
B533 1955 Parklight Housings ........................$119.95 .........$90.00/pr.
B538 55-56 Bel Air Scripts, Chrome ................$49.95 ..........$35.00/pr.
B539 1957 Bel Air Scripts, Gold ......................$54.95 ..........$37.00/pr.
B541 1957 Chevrolet Script, V8 Bel Air Die Cast, Gold
   ........................................................$21.95 ......... $14.00/ea.
B541A 1957 Chevrolet Script, 210 & 150 V8, 13”
   ........................................................$21.95 ......... $14.00/ea.
B575 55-57 Sill Plate (2 dr) ...............................$51.95 ..........$31.00/pr.
B578 57-58 Wheel Spinner Assembly ..............$159.95 ..... $115.00/set
B590 1957 Front Vee (V8), Hood Bel Air, Gold
   ........................................................$79.95 ......... $55.00/ea.
B590A 1957 Front Vee (V8), Hood 210, Chrome
   ........................................................$79.95 ......... $55.00/ea.
B591 1957 Rear Vee (V8), Nomad & Continental Kit, Gold
   ........................................................$29.95 ......... $18.00/ea.
B591A 1958 Rear Vee (V8) Continental Kit, Chrome
   ........................................................$31.95 ......... $22.00/ea.
B592 1957 Bel Air Rear Vee (V8), Gold ...........$79.95 ......... $55.00/ea.
B592A 1957 Rear Chrome Vee (150 & 210) .......$79.95 ......... $55.00/ea.
B593 1955 Headlight Bezel w/ Gaskets ..........$93.95 ..........$68.00/pr.
B623 55-57 Vent Window Crank Handles ........$24.95 ..........$15.00/pr.
B624 55-57 Window Crank Handles ................$24.95 ..........$15.00/pr.
B626 55-56 Bel Air Dash Emblem ....................$9.95 ............. $6.00/ea.
B700 1955 Bel Air, Front Fender, Driver Side, Side Mouldings, 
  All 2 & 4 Door except Nomad .......$46.95 ......... $31.00/ea.
B701 1955 Bel Air, Front Fender, Psngr. Side, Side Mouldings, 
  All 2 & 4 Door except Nomad .......$46.95 ......... $31.00/ea.
B794 55-57 Outside Door Handles (2-Dr Ht, Conv.,56-62 Vette)
   ........................................................$83.95 ......... $54.00/set
B877 1957 Headlight Bezel, Complete Assembly
   ........................................................$218.95 ......$158.00/pr.

PART  YEAR  DESCRIPTION RETAIL SALE 
B890 1957 “57 Chevy” License Plate Frame .$10.95 ........... $8.00/ea.
B900 55-57 Turn Signal Chrome Arm w/ Knob
   ........................................................$9.95 ............. $6.00/ea.
B947 55-57 Chrome Seat Adjustment Knob ...$9.95 ............. $6.00/ea.
B965 1957 Taillight Housing Assembly ..........$349.95 ..... $230.00/set
B966 1957 Grille Bar Assembly ......................$299.95 ..... $220.00/ea.
B1041 1956 Chrome Vee, V8, Front ..................$47.95 ......... $30.00/ea.
B1042 1956 Chrome Vee, V8, Rear ...................$47.95 ......... $30.00/ea.
B1045 1956 Taillight Housing, Complete Assembly
   ........................................................$449.95 ......$320.00/pr.
B1049 55-57 Inside Rear View Mirror Support (Ht & Sedan)
   ........................................................$25.95 ......... $16.00/ea.
B1052 1955 Sunvisor Support Brackets ..........$29.95 ..........$20.00/pr.
B1059 1957 Transmission Indicator Lense, Powerglide
   ........................................................$12.95 ........... $8.00/ea.
B1080A 1956 Parklight, Housings Only
   ........................................................$155.95 ...... $110.00/pr. 
B1321 55-57 Black Floor Mats w/Crest Logo ....$79.95 ......... $55.00/set
B1322 55-57 Red Floor Mats w/Crest Logo .......$79.95 ......... $55.00/set
B1333 55-57 Floor Mats, “Crest Logo” Carpet, Carpet, Black
   ........................................................$95.95 ......... $72.00/set
B1454 1957 Chrome Ring Dash Bezel Set .......$45.95 ......... $27.00/set
B1494 1955 Grille Moulding, Curved Ends ......$77.95 ..........$58.00/pr.
B1564 1955 Grille Moulding, Complete Set .....$399.95 ..... $270.00/set
B1737 1957 “Chevrolet” Aluminum Script .......$44.95 ......... $25.00/ea.
B2342 1957 Bel Air Crest Emblem, Show Quality
   ........................................................$64.65 ......... $40.00/ea.
B2522 55-57 Master Cylinder Cover, Chrome, Plain
   ........................................................$89.95 ......... $54.00/ea.
B2709 55-57 Radiator Cover, Chrome, w/ Shroud, Pyramid Peak
   ........................................................$239.95 ..... $165.00/ea.
B10023 1956 Lower Grille Moulding ...................$279.95 ..... $180.00/ea.
B10141 1955 Grille Moulding, Hood Bar Only ...$184.95 ..... $115.00/ea.
B10205 1955 Grille Tie Bar, Chrome ...................$83.00 ......... $50.00/ea.

Blem Sale Listing Continued

BATTERY BOXES
The battery box is the first part in any car to corrode. Our sturdy reproductions 
are powder coated  a durable black finish and designed to endure. When 
your customers order these items, suggest that they also order hold-down 
kits and new hold-down pads to complete the assembly.
1955-56 .............................................. #311 ......... $35.95 ....... $32.50/ea.
1957 ................................................... #313 ......... $35.95 ....... $32.50/ea.

BATTERY HOLD-DOWN KITS
We tooled-up from scratch the better part of a decade ago to turn out these 
magnificent 1955-56 hold-downs.  As we are sure you have found, the 
results are perfect.  Not only did we stamp them exactly like the original, 
but we went a step further and gave them a show quality black powder 
coating to step-up the appearance and durability.  And of course we did 
all of this 100% in the United States of America. Show quality look and 
American pride, it doesn’t get any better than that.  Also, don’t let the 
wording fool you on these 1957’s; we may not call them show quality but 
I wouldn’t toss them out of the engine compartment for “eating crackers” 
if you catch my drift. Made in the United States of America.
1955-56 .............................................. #312 ......... $14.95 .....$13.50/ea.
1957 ................................................... #314 ......... $12.95 ..... $11.50/ea.

Sale

Sale

PRICES VALID SEPTEMBER 1ST 
THROUGH OCTOBER 27TH, 2007
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NEUTRAL SAFETY 
SWITCHES
Customers adding back-up light 
assemblies wil l  need neutral 
safety switches if their cars have 
Powerglide transmissions.
1955-56 Powerglide

 ....... #1104 . $21.95 ...$19.75/ea.
1957 Turboglide

 ....... #035 ... $19.95 ...$17.95/ea.

STOP LIGHT SWITCH
Remind your customers to keep 
their cars safe by maintaining 
those old lamps and switches. 
Collectors, restorers and daily 
drivers all appreciate the security of 
a reliable brake light system. 
1955-57
........... #116 ... $15.95 ...$14.50/ea.

HEADLIGHT SWITCH
Without this little gem, headlights 
and dash lights won’t light.  Our 
switch is an exact reproduction of the 
GM original with the built-in fuse.  
1955-56; ‘55-57 Truck;

‘55-57 Vette
 ....... #117A $39.95 ...$35.95/ea.

ANTENNA BASE
AND GASKET
If your customer’s antenna base 
is pitted or lost its chrome, sell 
them this original design Danchuk 
part. For front mounting antennas. 
Includes rubber gasket.  Made in 
the United States of America.
1955-57

 ....... #302 ... $19.95 ...$17.95/ea.

ANTENNA ASSEMBLIES
The antenna is a high-wear item that needs periodic replacement. We’ve 
duplicated the 1955 with its unique teardrop top and the 1956-57 with the 
round top. Assemblies come complete with base, nut, gasket, bracket, 
template and instructions.  
1955 ................................................... #788 ......... $64.95 ....... $58.50/ea.
1956-57 .............................................. #789 ......... $64.95 ....... $58.50/ea.

STEERING COLUMN FLOOR SEALS
These seals are installed in an area that is susceptible to damage from heat. 
If the steering column floor seals have never been replaced, an inspection 
may reveal cracked and broken seals. These heavy gauge reproductions 
will last for years.
1955-56 Standard Transmission ...... #598 ......... $10.95 ......... $9.85/ea.
1955-56 Auto Transmission ............. #597 ......... $10.95 ......... $9.85/ea.
1957 Standard Transmission ........... #600 ......... $10.95 ......... $9.85/ea.
1957 Auto Transmission .................. #599 ......... $10.95 ......... $9.85/ea.
1957 Auto Transmission w/Power Brakes

 ........................................................ #599A ...... $10.95 ......... $9.85/ea.

STEERING COLUMN 
FIREWALL SEALS
Located between the firewall and 
the firewall pad, these seals bear 
the brunt of the engine heat at 
the steering column and require 
periodic replacement.
1955-57 Std. Transmission

 ....... #232 ... $12.95 ... $11.95/ea.
1955-57 Auto. Transmission

 ....... #233 ... $12.95 ... $11.95/ea.

STEERING COLUMN 
BUSHING BEARING 
KIT
This kit will provide a quick and 
inexpensive way to eliminate that 
annoying up and down play in the 
steering wheel. We have improved 
this part by adding more bearing surface, giving it longer life.
1955-57 (& ‘63 Vette) ......................... #008 ......... $14.95 ....... $13.50/ea.

STEERING 
CONNECTING
ROD DUST COVERS
Located on the drag link where the 
pitman arm ball connects. Gasket 
included. Made in the USA.
1955-57 Standard

. ..#10164 ..... $6.95 .....$6.25/set
1955-57 Power

 ...#10164A ... $6.95 .....$6.25/set

IDLER ARM
BEARING KIT
Long time nicknamed the “Poor 
Man’s Power Steering”, these kits 
include everything needed to bring 
smoothness and ease to your 
customer’s steering, second only 
to an expensive power conversion. 
This kit is by far one of the most 
inexpensive yet major improvements 
your customer will make to his car. Made in the USA.
1955-57 .............................................. #2872 ....... $94.95 ........ $85.50/kit

Sale

Sale

Sale

Sale

Sale

Sale
Sale

Sale

Sale

Sale
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POWER STEERING REBUILD KITS
Each kit contains all the seals and hardware necessary to restore the 
smooth operation of the power steering system. Kits are designed for all 
models.
Control Valve ..................................... #009 ......... $10.95 .......... $9.85/kit
Cylinder ............................................. #010 ......... $10.95 .......... $9.85/kit
Cylinder Mounting ............................ #011 ......... $7.95 ............ $7.15/kit
Pump .................................................. #012 ......... $10.95 .......... $9.85/kit

OUTER TIE ROD END
Our tie rod end includes all the 
important details: a pre-installed 
zerk fitting, rubber boot and the 
correct slotted nut and cotter pin. 
Stocking this reasonably priced 
and much needed reproduction 
will guarantee sales.
1955-57 Outer .................................... #054 ......... $28.95 ....... $25.95/ea.

UPPER BALL JOINT
Two are needed per car.
1955-57

 ....... #050 ... $39.95 ...$35.95/ea.

LOWER BALL JOINT
Two are needed per car.
1955-57
........... #051 ... $37.95 ...$33.95/ea.

TIE ROD END
1955-57 Inner  .................................... #055 ......... $39.95 ....... $35.95/ea.

OUTSIDE DOOR 
HANDLE ASSEMBLIES
Two door handles, two push 
buttons, gaskets and mounting 
hardware make this complete 
assembly one of the best values 
around. Your customers will be 
impressed with the beauty of the 
parts, their glove fit and smooth 
operation. Made in the United States 
of America. Push buttons may be purchased individually and include 
rubber grommets.
1955-57 2-Dr Hardtop & Conv; 56-62 Vette

 ........................................................ #794 ......... 83.95 ......... $75.50/set
1955-57 4-Door Hardtop, Sed, Nomad & Wgn

. ....................................................... #794A ...... 83.95 ......... $75.50/set

INSIDE DOOR 
HANDLES
This is one super-quality 
reproduction, complete with 
the original groove details and 
brilliant chrome plating.  Includes plastic washers and mounting clips.
1955-57 .............................................. #367 ......... $26.95 ........ $24.25/pr.

WINDOW CRANK 
HANDLES
Window crank handles can 
take a lot of abuse, and must 
be replaced occasionally. When 
replacement time rolls around it is 
good to know that the original design is available. We mount a glossy 
black knob to a beautifully detailed and plated handle. Made with the same 
quality as the original handles, yet over 49 years younger! Plastic backing 
washers and mounting clips included.
1955-57 .............................................. #624 ......... $24.95 ........ $22.50/pr.

VENT WINDOW CRANK 
HANDLES
A molded, glossy black plastic knob is 
fastened to a beautifully plated handle, 
complete with plastic backing washers 
and mounting clips.
1955-57 .............................................. #623 ......... $24.95 ........ $22.50/pr.

DOOR HANDLE GUARDS
Your customers can protect their 
paint with these beautifully die-
cast and triple chrome plated 
accessories. Reproduced to the 
original specs, these guards will 
add brilliant detail to any restoration 
project. Made in the USA.
1955-56

 ....... #369 ... $37.95 ... $33.95/pr.
1957 .. #370 ... $38.95 ... $34.95/pr.

PRICES VALID SEPTEMBER 1ST THROUGH OCTOBER 27TH, 2007

Sale

Sale

Sale

Sale Sale

Sale

Sale

Sale

Sale
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WINDSHIELD WIPER 
ESCUTCHEONS
They chromed almost everything 
in the ‘50s and this escutcheon 
design was no exception. Our 
quality control department gives 
these an A+ rating, and we’re sure 
you’ll agree! Includes chrome nuts and nozzles. Made in the United 
States of America.
1955 150 or ‘56-57 w/out Windshield Trim

 ........................................................ #208 ......... $40.95 ....... $36.95/set
1955-56 (exc. 150) ............................. #210A ...... $39.95 ....... $35.95/set
1957 ................................................... #210 ......... $39.95 ....... $35.95/set

WIPER SAVERS 
New and improved!!!  We 
have not only redesigned 
the old style to fit better and 
cover more of the shaft but 
we also designed one with a completely new look.  
We have been receiving great praise for the new look and 
quality of the bullet design and we are sure you and your 
customers will love them too.  Both parts have completely brand new tooling, 
show quality chrome and, of course, completely Made in the USA. 
All ....................................................... #1922 ....... $14.95 ........ $13.50/pr.
All Bullet Style .................................. #12621 ..... $18.95 ........ $16.95/pr.

POLISHED STAINLESS STEEL WIPERS
Don’t make your customers settle for an incorrect replacement. These 
arms and blades are made out of stainless steel and look just like the 
originals.  
1954-59 Blade, 12"  ........................... #2518 ....... $19.95 ....... $17.95/ea.
1954-59 Driver ................................... #2519 ....... $19.95 ....... $17.95/ea.
1954-59 Passenger ........................... #2520 ....... $19.95 ....... $17.95/ea.

DOOR SEALS
Our 100% accurate 
rep roduc t ion  door 
seal f i ts all sedans 
and wagons. Includes 
the nylon fasteners that 
hold the seal in place. 
All Danchuk seals are manufactured with the best rubber, tooling, and 
craftsmanship available. Made in the USA. 
1955-57 Sedan & Wagon, 55-57 Truck

 ........................................................ #552 ......... $49.95 ........ $44.95/pr.
1955-57 Hardtop, Convertible, Nomad

 ........................................................ #553 ......... $49.95 ........ $44.95/pr.

TRUNK 
SEALS
Our t runk seals 
all require glue-in 
installations, just 
like the originals. In 
1957, Chevy added 
nylon fastening clips 
to the design for more secure 
positioning. Our reproduction weatherstrip includes this important upgrade. 
Careful research, state-of-the-art rubber formulas, and precision tooling 
make these Danchuk seals the best value available. Made in the USA.
1955-56 .............................................. #562 ......... $23.95 ....... $21.50/ea.
1957 ................................................... #563 ......... $29.95 ....... $26.95/ea.

HOOD SPRINGS
We’ve made every effort possible 
to manufacture original looking, 
long-wearing, and safe hood 
springs. You couldn’t find a 
better value anywhere. Springs 
are black coated to preserve that 
showroom-fresh look. Sold separately, 
but best purchased in pairs for even spring 
tension. Made in the USA.
1955 ................................................... #475 ......... $11.95 ....... $10.75/ea.
1956 ................................................... #476 ......... $11.95 ....... $10.75/ea.
1957 ................................................... #477 ......... $11.95 ....... $10.75/ea.

NOMAD & 
WAGON TAILGATE 
CABLE RETRACTOR
We tooled up from scratch 
and reproduced these exactly as per original and 
manufactured them 100% in the USA. We added 
a zinc plate on the housing for corrosion protection 
and a better shelf look. Made in the USA.
1955-57 .............................................. #1058 ....... $49.95 ....... $44.95/ea.

Sale

Sale

Sale

Sale

Sale

Sale
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HEATER 
CONTROL 
VALVES
Shortly after Chevrolet released their 
1955 model, they found that the temperature capillary tube 
originally designed into the valve was not necessary. They removed the 
tube and put a little clip in its place. Most original production valves that 
later became NOS parts were made with this clip. Many people feel that 
the valve that lacks the original capillary tube is “less original”. When 
reproducing our valves we worked from NOS originals, originals with the 
clip that replaced the capillary tube. Don’t be misled by those who tell you 
that you have to pay a fortune to get a true original. This is not the case 
and Chevy proved it when they dropped the tube from production and went 
with the clip. If your customers valve had the temperature capillary tube, 
you can simply tell them to remove the clip from the new valve and replace 
it with their own original tube. 
1955-56 Passenger Cars, 1955-58 Trucks

 ........................................................ #014 ......... $52.95 ....... $47.50/ea.
1957 Passengers Cars ..................... #013 ......... $45.95 ....... $41.50/ea.
1958-62 Corvette ............................... #876 ......... $43.00 ....... $38.75/ea.

HEATER CONTROL 
LEVERS
Let’s face it, frequently used parts 
wear out. Have your customers 
replace those old levers and turn 
on the hot stuff!
1955 .. #465 ... $19.95 ... $17.95/pr.
1956 .. #466 ... $19.95 ... $17.95/pr.

HEATER 
SEALS
Put  hea t 
and rubber 
together and 
you have an 
assemb ly 
that requires 
per iodic at tent ion. 
Recommend rebuilding the heater 
with these quality seals. Our 1955-
56 sets include defroster seal.  
Made in the USA.
1955-56 Standard Heater

 ....... #323 ... $16.25 ....$14.65/kit
1955-56 Deluxe Heater

 ....... #322 ... $17.95 ....$16.15/kit
1957 Standard Heater

 ....... #325 ... $12.95 ....$11.65/kit
1957 Deluxe Heater

 ....... #324 ... $12.95 ....$11.65/kit

CHROME RADIATOR COVERS
The first thing they see when lifting the hood is the radiator. Nothing can dress it 
up better than our chrome radiator covers. We just completed all new tooling for 
these and added a show quality chrome plate. Make your engine compartment 
shine! Technical Note: As to not detract from the show quality, our radiator cov-
ers are sealed. To access radiator cap, cover needs to be removed. Also, covers 
with shrouds will not work on cars with radiators in the 6 cylinder position. Made 
in the USA.
1955-57 Without Shroud, Pyramid Peak

 ........................................................ #2706 ....... $169.95 ... $152.95/ea.
1955-57 Without Shroud, Louvered #2707 ....... $169.95 ... $152.95/ea.
1955-57 Without Shroud, Ribbed .... #2708 ....... $169.95 ... $152.95/ea.
1955-57 With Shroud, Pyramid Peak

 ........................................................ #2709 ....... $239.95 ... $215.95/ea.
1955-57 With Shroud, Louvered ...... #2710 ....... $239.95 ... $215.95/ea.
1955-57 With Shroud, Ribbed .......... #2711 ....... $239.95 ... $215.95/ea.
1955-57 Lower, Louvered ................. #2712 ....... $103.95 ..... $93.50/ea.
1955-57 Lower, Ribbed ..................... #2713 ....... $103.95 ..... $93.50/ea.

FAN SHROUDS
We are proud to introduce our new fan shrouds. Made of durable 3/16” 
ABS plastic, these shrouds feature a smooth finish for that original look. 
The fit and quality is the best on the market, with slots cut narrower and 
deeper for an extra secure fit. The top and bottom of each shroud is cut 
deeper allowing for a better seal against the radiator. All this eliminates the 
need for any extra clips or drilling, making this a simple bolt-on installation. 
Made in the United States of America.
1955-57 V8 in 6 Cyl. Mount Position
............................................................ #2537 ....... $89.95 ....... $80.95/ea.
1955-57 V8 ......................................... #2428 ....... $89.95 ....... $80.95/ea.

AIR INLET 
HOSE 
Beautiful reproduc-
tions of the original. Fits 
between the heater blower and the 
outside air duct (4-1/2").
1957 Original

 ....#10851 .. $13.95 ...$12.50/ea.

PRICES VALID SEPTEMBER 1ST THROUGH OCTOBER 27TH, 2007
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CLUTCH CROSS SHAFT
This clutch cross shaft is an exact reproduction, 
correct in every dimension. Your customers 
will notice a marked improvement in clutch 
movement after replacing their originals.
1956-57

 #344 ... $25.75 ...$22.95/ea.

TRANSMISSION 
MOUNTS
For use with the transmission cross 
member, part #875, shown in our 
retail catalog. For original style  
see part #200-200C. Made in the 
United States of America.
1955-57 TH 350, 700R4,

& all 4-Speeds
 ....... #977A $11.95 ...$10.75/ea.

1955-57 TH 400
........... #977 ... $11.95 ...$10.75/ea.

CLUTCH FORK
Made in the USA.
1955-57 & 55-60 Vette

 ....... #342 ... $44.95 ...$39.95/ea.

TURBO HYDRA-MATIC 
350 & 400 
TRANSMISSION 
SIDE MOUNT 
CONVERSION KIT
This conversion kit makes 
mounting the Turbo Hydra-
Matic 350, 400 and 700-R4 transmissions 
a breeze. (This kit will also fit late model 
Chevrolet transmissions with minor modifications.)  
Engineered to last, our conversion kit is built with 
components that far exceed the strength that is required of them. They 
are rubber cushioned to absorb shock and vibration and easy to install; 
simply bolt them to the frame.
1955-57 .............................................. #870 ......... $79.95 ........ $71.95/kit
1955-57 Hardware kit only ............... #870A ...... $19.95 ........ $17.95/kit

CLUTCH PEDAL 
RETURN SPRINGS
AND HANGERS
Why settle for a replacement when 
you can get the real thing? These 
sets are made with high-quality 
spring-steel, manufactured to 
correctly duplicate the angles and 
dimensions of the original parts.  
Made in the USA.
1955-56
........... #348 ... $22.95 ...$20.50/set
1957 .. #349 ... $22.95 ...$20.50/set

TURBO HYDRA-MATIC 
SHIFT LINKAGE KIT
Here’s what your customers need to keep stock steering column shifting 
when converting to the Turbo Hydra-Matic. Proper contours correctly follow 
the floor and work in conjunction with our transmission conversion kit. 
Plated hardware and a powder-coated finish make this linkage resistant 
to rust and corrosion, and as beautiful to look at as it is to operate.  Made 
in the USA.
1955-57 TH350 & TH400 ................... #952 ......... $24.95 ....... $22.50/ea.

CLUTCH CROSS SHAFT 
BUSHING KIT
State of the art technology meets 1950’s 
motoring! This is not just ordinary off-the-shelf 
hardware; our bolt is turned from raw stock, case-hardened and plated 
with black oxide to protect it from rust. We’ve specified a bright–plated, 
corrosion-resistant lock-nut that features a nylon insert to hold it in place. 
The heart of the assembly is the two bushings, custom made of Delrin, a 
high-tech material designed to provide smoother movement and greater 
durability.  Made in the United States of America.
1955-57 .............................................. #345 ......... $11.95 ........ $10.75/kit

ENGINE STARTER PLATE
If your customer wants to put a TH350 or TH400 transmission in his 1955-56 
265 V8 and would like to continue using the stock starter, then this is just 
what he’ll need. Requires 168 tooth flex plate. 1957’s will require ‘55-’56 
style starters. Will also work with TH700-R4 and TH200-4R transmissions. 
Note: Can also be used on 1957 with broken starter mounts. Made in the 
USA.
1955-56 .............................................. #10100 ..... $99.95 ....... $89.95/ea.

REAR 
MUFFLER 
HANGER
Why would you 
let your customer 
settle for inferior hardware when the 
original design is still available? The 
only way to mount a muffler is with 
a rubber muffler hanger.
1955-57

 ....... #860 ... $7.95 .......$7.15/ea.
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GAS TANK 
SENDING 
UNIT 
GASKET
Whether  the 
sending unit is replaced or not, this 
gasket should be replaced when 
removing the sending unit from the 
gas tank.  Made in the USA.
1955-57

 ....... #195C $1.95 .......$1.75/ea.

ORIGINAL 
DESIGN 
GAS TANKS
Over 49 years of dirt, rust, 
and sludge are sitting at 
the bottom of that old gas tank. 
Running a tank dry could put that evil 
brew right where it hurts: in the engine. While 
cleaning the tank will solve the immediate problem, 
the real solution is these original design gas tanks. These tanks have all 
the correct details, including the threaded sending unit mount and mounting 
strap depressions. All tanks have a 16 gallon capacity.
1955-56 exc. Nomad, Wagon & Sedan Delivery

 ........................................................ #2099 ....... $209.95 ... $188.95/ea.
1957 exc. Nomad, Wagon & Sedan Delivery

  ....................................................... #2100 ....... $209.95 ... $188.95/ea.
1955-56 Wagon exc. 9-Passenger Wagon

  ....................................................... #10853 ..... $209.95 ... $188.95/ea.
1957 Wagon exc. 9-Passenger Wagon

 ........................................................ #10854 ..... $209.95 ... $188.95/ea.

GAS TANK 
SENDING UNITS
When the gas gauge 
starts acting up it is 
t ime to replace that 
old sending unit. Don’t let your 
customers wait until they’re out of gas to decide! 
Parts #1541 and #1542 are designed for high-performance 
applications that utilize the 3/8" I.D. line. Sending units come with filter 
and gasket.
1955-57 All exc. Wagon, Nomad, Sedan Delivery, 5/16" 

(Shown) ......................................... #195 ......... $64.95 ....... $58.50/ea.
1955-57 Nomad, Wagon exc. 9-Passenger Wagon

 ........................................................ #195B ...... $64.95 ....... $58.50/ea.
1956 9-Passenger Wagon ................ #12034 ..... $74.95 ........ $67.50ea.
1955-57 Dual 4BC, F.I., 3/8" I.D. exc. Wagon, Nomad, Sed. Del.

 (Shown) ........................................ #1541 ....... $59.95 ....... $53.95/ea.
1955-57 Dual 4BC, F.I., 3/8" I.D., 6-Passenger Wagon, Nomad,

Sedan Delivery .............................. #1542 ....... $74.95 ....... $67.50/ea.

FUEL 
TRANSFER 
HOSE
This fuel transfer 
hose is constructed 
of heavy gauge neoprene. It will 
safely dispatch fuel from the filler 
neck to the gas tank.
Made in the USA.
1957 .. #1296 . $9.95 .......$8.95/ea.

FUEL DOOR
RUBBER BUMPERS
1955 .. #807 ... $2.95 ....... $2.65/pr.
1957 .. #808 ... $2.95 .......$2.65/set

GAS TANK 
FILLER TUBE 
“O” RING
The “O” ring 
prevents gas 
from leaking between the gas tank 
and the filler tube. 
Made in the USA.  
1955-57

 ....... #195A $1.95 .......$1.75/ea.

GAS TANK FILLER 
PIPE HOSE CLAMPS
One pair needed per car.
1957 .. #2643 . $7.95 ....... $7.15/pr.

GAS TANK FILLER & 
VENT HOSE KIT
Contains the hard-to-find vent hose 
and correct clamps. The perfect 
addition to your customer’s gas tank 
restoration. Made in the USA.
1957

 ... #2645D ...$41.50 ...$37.35/kit

GAS TANK
SENDING UNIT FLOAT
All ...#11168 ... $7.95 .......$7.15/ea.

GAS TANK 
MOUNTING 
STRAP 
BOLTS
This is a must-
have i tem for 
your customers replacing their 
old gas tanks or mounting straps. 
Includes nuts and washers.
1955-57

 ....... #1215 . $3.95 ....... $3.50/pr.

GAS 
TANK 
SENDING 
UNIT 
SCREW SET
When replacing the gas tank 
sending unit, this screw set is the 
only way to go. These screws have 
original clutch heads and copper 
washers. Made in the USA.
1955-57 

 ....... #1488 . $3.25 .......$2.90/set

PRICES VALID SEPTEMBER 1ST THROUGH OCTOBER 27TH, 2007
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 September Event Location City and State
 7-8-9 OHIO SWAP MEET CARS AND PARTS CLARK COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS SPRINGFIELD, OH
 13-14-15-16 FALL CHARLOTTE LOEWS MOTOR SPEEDWAY CONCORD, NC
 21-22-23 SUPER CHEVY SHOW MOROSO MOTORSPORTS PARK WEST PALM BEACH, FL

 October Event Location City and State
 3-4-5-6-7 FALL CARLISLE CARLISLE PENNSYLVANIA FAIRGROUNDS CARLISLE, PA
 12-13-14 SUPER CHEVY SHOW TULSA RACEWAY PARK TULSA, OK
 27-28 OHIO SWAP MEET CLARK COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS SPRINGFIELD, OH

 November Event Location City and State
 9-10-11-12 EMERALD COAST CRUZIN EVENT FRANK BROWN PARK PANAMA CITY, FL
 16-17-18 MOULTRIE SWAP MEET MOULTRIE AIRPORT MOULTRIE, GA
 21-22-23-24-25 TURKEY ROD RUN DAYTONA MOTOR SPEEDWAY DAYTONA BEACH, FL
 30 & DEC.1-2 SNOWBIRD PRO - MOD OUTLAW NATIONALS BRADENTON MOTORSPORTS PARK BRADENTON, FL 
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